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A Blogging Duo
She's an active fitness buff who loves to cook. An 
experienced blogger, she started her first blog in 1998 
and grew it to over 100,000 followers before selling it in 
2012 to facilitate a move. He's an IT dynamo with 
companies such as Microsoft and Dell on his resume.   

Alicia blogs about our favorite pescatarian and vegetarian 
recipes, kitchen and household gadgets, health trends, 
fitness, fashion, motivation, anxiety struggles, raising 
special needs children, our cats, our daily adventures, 
personal anecdotes, and technology (that's mostly 
David). 

She also actively promotes every post across a variety of 
active social media channels. 

Services
We offer product reviews, cookbook reviews (featuring a recipe
and our photos), blog posts that work your product into our
daily lives, tutorials, product giveaways, and unboxings.  
You may choose a blog post, social media, or a combination. 

Pricing Guidelines (Subject to Change)
Facebook - $10 - link to your brand page or product, our
original photo and 40-word blurb about the product we
received 
YouTube - $30 - a 1-3 minute video unboxing, reviewing, or
demonstrating your product. 
Pinterest -  $30 - Our pin creation featuring your product and
a link to your page or product
Instagram - $30 - A styled photo of your product, 2 custom
hashtags, and tag of your company
Twitter - $59 - Our original photo, a tweet with a callout to
your company, one hashtag and a link to your product.
Blog Post: $158- Min 250 word post featuring 3 original
photos (recipes include 1), links to your social media
accounts, and to your product. We will promote our blog
post across all relevant social media channels with links back
to our post,  
Technical blog posts priced differently. Email for quote 

Discounts & Freebies
Choose any 3 or more services and get a 10% discount.

All sponsored blog posts and videos include free promotion

on StumbleUpon. Recipes include additional free promotion

on Yummy and Big Oven.  Currently, StumbleUpon and

Yummly are our top traffic generators, making this a great

value for you! 

If your product's listing price is significantly higher than our

prices, we may be willing to negotiate.

Beauty & Fashion

 Food & Recipes

Tech Unboxing & Demos 



Terms of Service

Our Linking Policy

We follow Google best practices. All sponsored posts use 

nofollow links. Additionally, if you sell your product on Amazon, 

we reserve the right to use our affiliate links.

Online Reach

Google Analytics 

Monthly Views - 3k+ 

Unique Views - 2k+

7.4k+13oo+ 4.4k+ 3.1k+ 900+
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Our social media accounts experience higher than average interaction 

according to Social Bluebook, indicating a high retention rate and an 

engaged audience that cares about our content, While we are busy 

growing our numbers, we care more about actually reaching our audience.  

Disclosure

Our readers trust us because of our unbiased reviews. We 

follow the FTC guidelines. All sponsored posts include a 

disclosure statement.

Payment

We accept payment via Paypal or Square. Payment is due upon 

completion. Work will not go live until payment is received in 

full.

Product Required

It is impossible to honestly discuss a product we have never 

tried, therefore, we require a full-size product for a thorough 

review. We must receive it before we proceed.

Contact Us
Interested in learning more?   

Contact us now via email: happy@taylorlife.com or check us out at TaylorLife.com

Fitness & Weight Loss

Mental Health & Anxiety

Our Pets & Personal Lives

Honest Review Policy

We only leave honest reviews. Your payment does not 

guarantee you a positive review. However, if we experience a 

significant problem with your product before we begin the 

post, we may contact you to determine if you would like to 

proceed with a public review or just want our private feedback. 

 In the case of private feedback, we may waive the fees, but we 

will keep the product.

http://www.instagram.com/SunshineFlGirl
http://www.facebook.com/TaylorsCozyNook
https://twitter.com/TaylorsCozyNook
http://www.pinterest.com/SunshineFlGirl
https://www.youtube.com/AliciaTaylor
http://www.taylorlife.com/

